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Green-fit your indoor space with Soltech



Who are we?

Do you have a Reseller Program? 

Why should my business sign-up to be a
reseller? 

Soltech, a small business based in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, was founded in
2016 with the vision of supporting
sustainable indoor farming. With that in
mind, our founders’ set out to create a
revolutionary product. The result was the
Aspect, the world's first LED grow light
that seamlessly blends functionality and
design. 

Our lights use a precise photosynthetic
spectrum, providing plant enthusiasts
with a vital tool for promoting plant
growth in any setting while also creating
museum-quality ambient lighting.

Yes! Your business can sign up to be a Soltech reseller on our website under
the Commercial & Wholesale Partnership tab. There, you can create an
account on the portal, where you can unlock trade pricing and place an order.
Our shop minimum is $200 USD. 

Sign up at https://soltech.com/pages/commercial-plant-lighting

As a reseller, your business has access to all of our products at a generously
discounted rate. We offer complimentary marketing and educational tools,
painless ordering and returns, a 3-5 year warranty, and free express shipping
to the US and select countries.
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VITATM

The Vita is an LED grow bulb that supports the growth
of your plants with its highly precise photosynthetic
spectrum while illuminating your space with warm
white ambient light. Capable of fitting right into most
fixtures, the Vita generates a full spectrum perfect for
growing all types of plants!
 

50%
OFF

Available in:
White Wide (60°)
White Narrow (36°)
Black Wide (60°)
Black Narrow (36°)

$75.00
$37.50
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ASPECT TM

The Aspect is a pendant style LED indoor plant light
engineered to promote plant growth and harmonize with
your space’s interior design. If you want to incorporate
plants into your home decor but lack natural light, you can
bring the outdoors in and elevate your space with the
Aspect, favored by interior designers and global growers.

30%
OFF

Available in:
White Small (20w)
White Large (40w)
Black Small (20w)
Black Large (40w)

$150.00
$105.00

SMALL LARGE
$200.00

$140.00

*Pinocchio and Archet(To) adjustable wall mounts can be purchased separately. US Outlet timer and
fairleads are included.
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GROVE TM

The Grove LED bar light is ideal for most indoor
houseplants and herbs, enhancing plant growth
while adding a touch of elegance to your shelving,
under-cabinet area, or wall. Adjustable light intensity
and 360° rotation caters to a variety of houseplants
and its energy-efficient technology supports eco-
friendly living. 

30%
OFF

Available in:
White 16" aluminum body
Black 16" aluminum body

$130.00
$91.00*Full unit is 18" long. 
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*Mounting adhesive, US outlet timer, and screws are included.



HIGHLANDTM

The Highland™ Track Light System is a groundbreaking
LED track light specifically crafted for plant cultivation. It
provides a convenient means to create lush indoor
environments, whether it's green walls in your home,
office, or business. Horticultural and design experts
worldwide favor the Highland for its exceptional lighting.

30%
OFF

Available in:
White Wide (60°) 1-4 lights.................................................$205-715 $143-500
White Narrow (30°) 1-4 lights.............................................$205-715 $143-500
Black Wide (60°) 1-4 lights..................................................$205-715 $143-500
Black Narrow (36°) 1-4 lights..............................................$205-715 $143-500
International Series System................................................$205-715 $143-500

*Pricing varies based on quantity of lights, hardwiring options, and international series. 

*Can purchase LIGHT ONLY separately for $119.00.
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ACCESSORIES

Archetto Transparent Wall Mount
Compatible with all Aspect™ units and Vita
Pendant Kit.

Italian Made modern style pendant lighting
mount

$30  $21

Made in Italy out of 100% Beachtree wood and
available in black, white, and natural.

Hang your Aspect™ up to 10.75 inches from
the wall

Pinocchio Adjustable Wall Mount

$20  $14

Modern Pendant and Socket
The Bronze Lamp Pendant option allows you to
place a compatible lamp shade over the Vita
light
Styles include Black, White, Nickel and Bronze

$45  $31.50
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LIGHTING FAQ

Why are Soltech lights so pricey? 
Our product pricing reflects the premium quality and craftsmanship that goes
into each item. While we acknowledge that our products may be considered a
bit more expensive, it's important to note that they are meticulously designed
in the United States, ensuring durability and longevity. Take, for instance, the
Aspect, assembled in our small office space. We prioritize using high-quality
components, avoiding cheaper alternatives to guarantee the lasting
performance of our lights.

Designed to serve as long-lasting fixtures in your home or store, our lights
undergo rigorous horticultural testing to meet our standards. Our commitment
to quality is reinforced by generous warranties accompanying all our
products, allowing for hassle-free replacements. Choosing us means investing
in products that uphold a level of craftsmanship and small-business integrity
that might be absent if sourced elsewhere.

Our pride stems from being a tight-knit team dedicated to the entire process
– from design to sales. This ensures a personal touch and attention to detail
that sets our lights apart in the market!

How do Soltech lights work? 
Soltech's grow lights are the result of extensive research and development
aimed at providing plants with the optimum spectrum and intensity of light for
their growth and development, while also balancing it visually to create
museum quality lighting for your interior spaces. Our light’s unique spectrum
mimics the photosynthetic characteristics of the sun by matching the ideal
Chlorophyll A and B peaks among others by masking the appearance with a
more aesthetic 3000k color temperature for ambient in-direct lighting. 

We have mastered the art of PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation), PPFD
(Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density), and PPF (Photosynthetic Photon Flux)
with our grow lights. A complete guide to growing houseplants and DLI (Daily
Light Integral) is on our website under the “Plant Guide” tab. 
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Please contact Devynn, Soltech’s Retail
and Wholesale Partnerships Coordinator,
to discuss wholesale opportunities. 

520 Evans St, Suite 3 
Bethlehem, PA 18015

GET IN
TOUCH

570-982-6616

partnerships@soltech.com

soltech.com

2024


